Elective Choices for Current 6th and 7th graders

• _____ Exploration Wheel -- students will be randomly placed in one of the following electives in first semester (which will then roll to another elective for second semester): Art, Computers, and Woodshop
• _____ Band (Beg. & Int. band may be combined based on enrollment)
• _____ Choir
• _____ Spanish 1

THE FOLLOWING ELECTIVES REQUIRE AN APPLICATION
Students who wish to apply for these classes must meet grade (C’s or better), attendance (no more than 2 tardies a month), and behavior (no suspensions and no more than two detentions or Wednesday Schools) requirements. You may get an application in the office.

• _____ Media
• _____ Student Government
• _____ Advanced Woodshop
• _____ Student Assistant (Office and Teacher positions are for one Semester only)

NAME ______________________________________________
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